Abstract The incorporation of Bayesian logic into diagnostic interviewing may assist with empirically based diagnostic assessment strategies in practice settings, balancing cost effectiveness, administration demands, and accuracy, yet few demonstrations of such a system have been undertaken in the context of mental health diagnosis. The present study represented an initial feasibility demonstration of whether a simplified Bayesian approach offered comparative advantages in interview accuracy and efficiency against a standard assessment procedure. Two different diagnostic algorithms were compared targeting three selected diagnoses: generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), major depressive disorder (MDD), and social phobia (SP). The first algorithm was from a standard semi-structured diagnostic interview, and the second was from a dynamic system using diagnostic base rate information to select interview content. The dynamic algorithm reduced administration time and uniformly matched or improved accuracy over standard procedures.
1955; Widiger et al. 1984) , these strategies can be extremely cumbersome, generally require data regarding prior probabilities of a disorder, and make use of conditional probabilities relating the sensitivity and specificity for all combinations of disorders and symptoms (Grove 1985) . For example, a system encountering a domain of ten possible disorders and 15 possible symptoms would require ten prior probabilities and 327,680 conditional probabilities. Chorpita et al. (2002) recently proposed a simplified Bayesian model through a series of assumptions and two substantive adaptations. First, rather than using conditional probabilities relating the sensitivity and specificity for all possible combinations of symptoms and diagnoses, conditional probabilities involving irrelevant symptom-diagnosis relations were omitted. An example of an irrelevant symptom-diagnosis relation is information about decreased appetite when a diagnostician is targeting social phobia, as there is no diagnostic rule relating appetite changes and this disorder. Second, symptoms in a domain were decreased through creating combinatorial symptom sets. For example, the six associated symptoms (criterion C) for generalized anxiety disorder could be collapsed to a single symptom prior to computation (i.e., being scored positive if and only if the threshold of three of six symptoms is exceeded). Such an approach not only decreases the total number of symptoms for which conditional probabilities are required, but also provides a single indicator for calculations that is more reliable than any of its constituent symptoms.
This modified approach is designed to balance the considerations of administration time, diagnostic accuracy, and the availability of prior information (i.e., diagnostic base rate data and conditional probabilities). To date, no clinical investigations have been conducted regarding Bayesian algorithms that guide structured interview sequence (i.e., approaches that involve data-guided question selection in addition to data-guided question scoring), and thus no information is available on whether adaptations would increase the feasibility of implementing a Bayesian approach to diagnosis.
The present study represented a feasibility demonstration to test whether a simplified Bayesian approach offered comparative advantages in interview accuracy and efficiency against a standard assessment procedure. Accuracy was defined as agreement with a second diagnostic criterion (e.g., child interview agreement with parent interview), and efficiency was determined in terms of personnel time to deliver the interview. This approach used information from a pre-existing predictor variable (i.e., self-report measure) to estimate a priori base rates of the target disorder in each participant. For example, youth scoring high on an anxiety measure were estimated to have a greater likelihood of receiving an anxiety diagnosis. The authors predicted that the total diagnostic error rate (interview agreement) would be equal or better for the Bayesian approach across all three disorders examined (generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), major depressive disorder (MDD), and social phobia (SP) for this study, and that interview personnel time would be reduced as well. These three diagnoses were specifically chosen for study in this investigation because of the availability of adequate self-report measures for these constructs (see "Measures" below).
Method

Participants
Participants were 310 children and adolescents referred to the Child and Adolescent Stress and Anxiety Program at University of Hawai'i (CASAP) for mental health assessment between July 2000 and June 2002. Parental marital statuses were married, (n=148; 47.8%), divorced (n=66; 21.3%), single (n=49; 15.8%), separated (n=28; 9.0%), widowed (n=10; 3.2%), and not reported (n=9; 2.9%). Mother's educational level varied; without high school diploma (n=19; 6.1%), high school graduate without college education (n=149; 48.1%), some college education (n=35; 11.3%), degree from 4-year college or more (n=76; 24.5%), and not reported (n=31; 10.0%), as well did father's educational level; without high school diploma (n= 33; 10.7%), high school graduate without college education (n=121; 39.0%), some college education (n=24; 7.7%), degree from 4-year college or more (n=70; 22.6%), and not reported (n=62; 20.0%). Median household income was $40,000. The grade level of the children ranged from 1 to 12, the mean age was 12.7 years (SD=2.9; range=6.0 to 17.9), and there were 103 girls (33.2%) and 207 boys (66.8%). Major ethnic groups were Multiethnic (n=131; 42.3%), Caucasian (n=54; 17.4%), Asian (n=52; 16.8%), Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (n=33; 10.6%), Other (n=27; 8.7%), Black or African American (n=7; 2.3%), Hispanic or Latino (n=5; 1.6%), and not reported (n=1, 0.3%).
Youth diagnoses were determined through the use of a semi-structured clinical interview for parents and children aged 7 to 17 years (see "Measures" and "Procedures" below).The most common primary diagnoses in the sample were: ADHD (19.4%), no diagnosis (18.4%), conduct disorder (11.6%), oppositional defiant disorder (11.3%), SP (7.4%), MDD (3.9%), disruptive behavior disorder NOS (2.3%), GAD (1.9%), posttraumatic stress disorder, (1.9%), separation anxiety disorder (1.6%), obsessive compulsive disorder (1.6%), anxiety disorder NOS (1.6%), and Asperger's disorder (1.6%). The rates in this sample for the study target disorders (primary or comorbid) were: SP (13.2%), GAD (8.4%), and MDD (7.1%).
Measures
Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-IV, Child and Parent Versions (ADIS-IV-C/P) The ADIS-IV-C/P is a semi-structured clinical interview for parents and children aged 7 to 17 specifically designed for DSM-IV diagnosis of childhood anxiety and mood disorders and allows for the diagnosis of disruptive behavior disorders, disorders of attention, and other disorders of childhood (Silverman and Albano 1996) . Assessment involves two interviews, one with the parent(s) and one with the child. Good to excellent interrater reliability has been demonstrated for the ADIS-IV-C/P (Silverman et al. 2001) .All interviewers were senior doctoral students who underwent thorough ADIS-IV-C/P training procedures before administering the measure on their own accord.
Children's Depression Inventory (CDI) The CDI is a 27-item self-report measure designed to assess cognitive, behavioral, and affective symptoms of depression (Kovacs 1980 (Kovacs , 1981 . Each item consists of three statements of different severity and requires the child to choose one statement that best describes him or her. Each item is scored from 0 to 2, and the sum of all item scores yields the total CDI score, which ranges from 0 to 54, with higher scores indicating more depressive symptoms. The CDI is the most widely used measure of childhood depressed affect and has extensive support for its reliability and validity (e.g., Saylor et al. 1984) in children from ages 7 to 17.
Penn State Worry Questionnaire for Children (PSWQ-C) The PSWQ-C is a 14-item self-report questionnaire that measures frequency and controllability of worry (e.g., "Many things make me worry"). Items are scored from 0 (never true) to 3 (always true). The PSWQ-C has shown an internal consistency (alpha) of.89, a test-retest reliability of.92, and good evidence of discriminant and convergent validity (Chorpita et al. 1997) .
Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scales (RCADS) The RCADS is a 47-item self-report questionnaire for children and adolescents, with scales corresponding to SP, GAD, MDD, and other anxiety syndromes, that requires respondents to rate how true each item is with respect to their usual feelings. Children rate how often each item applies to them. Items are scored 0 to 3 corresponding to "never," "sometimes," "often," and "always." The RCADS has good reliability and validity in clinical and community samples (Chorpita et al. 2000; Chorpita et al. 2005) .
Social Anxiety Scale for Children-Revised (SASC-R) The SASC-R is a 22-item self-report questionnaire consisting of 18 descriptive self-statements and four filler items. Each item is rated on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (all the time). The psychometric properties of this scale have been found satisfactory among both clinical and non-clinical samples of children (Ginsburg et al. 1998; La Greca and Stone 1993) .
Procedure
Upon completion of Institutional Review Board consent forms, the child and at least one parent of participating families took part in an intake assessment involving the ADIS-IV-C/P. Diagnostic interview data obtained independently during interviews were used to assign separate diagnostic profiles for the child and parent interview. The diagnostician and supervision team later reviewed these two profiles to formulate a consensus diagnosis. Diagnosticians were blind to investigators' hypotheses. As a part of the initial diagnostic clinical evaluation, children were administered questionnaires immediately after participating in the ADIS-IV-C. All questionnaires were finished during the initial assessment period. Completion of all child self-report questionnaires took approximately 20 to 35 min. As indicated earlier, participants were 310 youth consecutively referred to CASAP for mental health assessment.
Dynamic Interview Algorithm
Figure 1 briefly summarizes the proposed algorithm, and represents a simple, two-part sequence in an assessment protocol. Q1 represents set of opening items checking for any presence of the syndrome (e.g., "have you felt sad lately?"). Under standard administration, that question set guides the interviewer to (a) proceed to Q2, a set of additional questions about the disorder, in the face of an affirmative response or (b) skip Q2 in the face of a negative response. In the example of depression, Q2 would refer to a listing of the nine symptoms of a major depressive episode. This strategy of asking an initial question to determine whether to continue questioning or not is referred to as standard structure, as it represents a common approach to structured interviewing. There are cases in which deviations from the standard structure lead to desirable gains in interview properties. These will be called persistence structure, which refers to the strategy of proceeding to Q2 even when there is a response of "no" to Q1 (e.g., when person states she has not been sad or depressed lately, the interviewer nevertheless asks about appetite, sleep, energy, hopelessness, etc.), and omission structure, which refers to the strategy of asking neither Q1 nor Q2 at all (interviewer determines there is no need to ask any questions about depression at all). Under some circumstances, persistence can be the optimal choice, such as when an obviously sad person is initially unwilling or unable to admit feelings of depression. Under other circumstances, omission can be the best choice, such as when interviewing a boy scoring low on a depression measure. Determining optimal structure requires one to evaluate comparatively the diagnostic error rates of standard, persistence, and omission structures under different conditions (see Fig. 2 ). In the figure, the sensitivity of Q1 (the conditional probability of a yes response given the disorder) is marked by a, the sensitivity of Q2 is marked by b, the specificity of Q1 (the conditional probability of a no response given no disorder) is marked by c, and the specificity of Q2 is marked by d. The total diagnostic error rates for the different interview structures are:
When the error rate of persistence or omission structures is lower than standard structure, the alternative is preferable. These conditions occur for omission structure under conditions of low diagnostic base rates, and for persistence structure under conditions of high diagnostic base rates. The estimated base rate at which the persistence structure total error is lower than standard structure total error is called the persistence point (i.e., when diagnostic base rates exceed this point-e.g., 0.70-it is better to continue asking questions). The estimated base rate at which the omission structure total error is lower than standard structure total error is called the omission point (i.e., when diagnostic base rates are lower than the omission pointe.g., 0.15-it is better to skip the questions altogether). For the present investigation, high and low base rate groups were identified separately using two measures for each target disorder. Based on initial scaling of these formulas with a calibration sample (n=100), cut points on these measures were established to allow groups to experience Fig. 2 Schematic of interview sequence showing error rates for different response scenarios. Note. Classification errors are boxed for errors occurring under standard structure only (assumes that "no" on Q1 results in assigning no diagnosis, regardless of Q2, which would not be asked). a = sensitivity of Q1; b = sensitivity of Q2; specificity of Q1; specificity of Q2; D+ refers to the group with the target disorder; D-refers to the group without the target disorder; Q1 refers to the opening question or block of questions; Q2 refers to the followup question or block of questions; "FN" = false negative; "FP" = false positive MDD Depression; GAD generalized anxiety disorder; Q1 question set 1 (i.e., opening inquiry in structured interview for that diagnostic area); Q2 question set 2 (i.e., conditional follow-up inquiry in structured interview for that that diagnostic area).
persistence structure or omission structure when judged to be optimal (cf. Fombonne 1991). Table 1 shows the initial statistics for each model, calculated separately for each predictor-criterion relation. The omission points define the diagnostic base rates below which the interview should be skipped in the dynamic administration, and the persistence points define the diagnostic base rates above which the interview should persist despite negative responses to the opening question set.
Analytical Strategy
All children were administered the interview once, with no parts of the interview skipped to allow for the full set of answers for each participant. Using a stopwatch, the interviewer tracked time to administer the first and second portions of the interview sections. Following the interview administration, responses were combined in two ways to derive diagnostic profiles. First, each set of answers was scored according to the standard administration rules of the ADIS-IV-C/P. Next, each set of answers was scored according the Bayesian algorithm outlined above, using self-report measures to determine high and low diagnostic base rate groups for whom standard structure was not optimal.
Results
MDD
The comparative error rates for MDD are shown in Table 2 . First, the consensus diagnosis from the entire interview was used as the criterion for agreement, with the results of the Mean time is total time in seconds per youth to administer interview section according to each algorithm. CDI Children's Depression Inventory; GAD generalized anxiety disorder; PSWQ-C Penn State Worry Questionnaire for Children; RCADS/D Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scale Major Depression Score; RCADS/G Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scale GAD Score; RCADS/SP Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scale SP Score; SASC Social Anxiety Scale for Children child interview used as the predictor. The dynamic approach shifted a great number of participants into the omission structure, indicating that these youth would not have been administered the MDD portion of the ADIS-IV-C/P. The average time to administer this portion of the interview would be reduced by 37% using the Dynamic-CDI algorithm and by 42% using the Dynamic-RCADS algorithm. The total error rate with the dynamic approach was on average 0.12% lower than for standard administration. Because of some apprehension that the use of the child interview to arrive at a consensus diagnosis raised concerns about the contamination of the criterion with predictor variance, a second set of analyses was performed using the child's diagnosis derived only from the parent interview as the criterion. Again, the dynamic approach shifted a large number of participants into the omission structure, indicating that these youth would not have been administered the MDD portion of the ADIS-IV-C/P. In this second set of analyses, the RCADS-MDD scale (ten items) showed a moderate advantage over the CDI in terms of shifting youth into a non-standard interview structure, while showing a slight advantage over the other two strategies in terms of overall error rate. The average time to administer this portion of the interview would be reduced by 10% using the Dynamic-CDI algorithm and by 42% using the Dynamic-RCADS algorithm. The total error rate with the dynamic approach was on average 0.13% higher than for standard administration.
GAD
The comparative error rates for GAD are shown in Table 2 . Again, the consensus diagnosis from the entire interview was used as the first criterion for agreement, with the results of the child interview used as the predictor. Again, the dynamic approach shifted a considerable number of participants into the omission structure, and the average time to administer this portion of the interview was reduced by 97% using either the Dynamic-PSWQ-C algorithm or the Dynamic-RCADS algorithm. On average, total error with the dynamic approach was 7.99% lower than with the standard administration.
Consistent with previous analyses, a second set of analyses was performed using the child's diagnosis derived only from the parent interview as the criterion. The dynamic approach again shifted a considerable number of participants into the omission structure, indicating that these youth would not have been administered the GAD portion of the diagnostic interview. In this second set of analyses, using the RCADS-GAD scale (seven items) or the PSWQ-C showed a moderate advantage over the standard approach in terms of overall error rate. The average time to administer this portion of the interview would be reduced by 86% using the Bayes-PSWQ-C algorithm and by 100% using the Bayes-RCADS algorithm. On average, total error with the dynamic approach was 4.23% lower than with the standard administration.
SP
The comparative error rates for SP are shown in Table 2 . Once again, the consensus diagnosis from the entire interview was used as the first criterion for agreement, with the results of the child interview used as the predictor. As was observed with MDD and GAD, the dynamic approach shifted all or nearly all of the participants into the omission structure, allowing omission of the SP portion of the interview. Both dynamic strategies showed a large reduction in overall error rate over the standard approach. The average time to administer this portion of the interview was reduced by 99% using the Dynamic-SASC algorithm and by 100% using the Dynamic-RCADS algorithm. On average, total error with the dynamic approach was 25.99% lower than with the standard administration.
Finally, the second set of analyses was performed using the child's diagnosis derived only from the parent interview as the criterion. The dynamic approach again shifted all or nearly all participants into the omission structure, indicating that these youth would not have been administered the SP portion of the interview. Both dynamic strategies showed an advantage over the standard approach in terms of overall error rate. The average time to administer this portion of the interview was again reduced by 99% using the Dynamic-SASC algorithm and by 100% using the Dynamic-RCADS algorithm. On average, total error rate with the dynamic approach was 11.80% lower than with the standard administration.
SP-Weighted Reanalysis
Because the dynamic algorithm was designed to minimize total error rates (the sum of false positives and false negatives), there was some potential for unfavorable "error trading" to occur with this approach, as noted with the SP diagnoses. That is, although overall error was reduced, false negatives were raised considerably above the standard false negative rate for SP. To evaluate a strategy for managing this possibility, a weight (arbitrarily set at 0.5) was applied to adjust the omission point, such that:
This created new cut points on the measures in order to shift fewer numbers of participants out of standard structure, potentially limiting the overall error-reducing effects of the algorithm, but also allowing for a tempering of unwanted error trading. When the consensus diagnosis was used as the criterion, no changes were observed from the previous results using a weight of 0.5. In other words, all or nearly all participants were still omitted from the interview, even when the criterion diagnostic base rate for omission was arbitrarily lowered by half. However, the weighted algorithm did have an effect when parent interview was used as the criterion (see Table 2 ). As expected, fewer participants were omitted, and thus the false negative inflation was less pronounced than with the unweighted approach. Overall error rates relative to standard structure were again lower (by 3.19%), and mean administration time was reduced by 22% using the SASC and by 8% using the RCADS-SP scale (9 items).
Discussion
Preliminary findings showed (1) that overall diagnostic error rate dropped in all but one scenario (predicting parent reported child MDD using the CDI as a Bayesian estimator), and (2) that average time to administer interviews uniformly decreased in all scenarios. The results for GAD showed the most favorable combination of error reduction and efficiency. The benefits for MDD on the other hand were largely observed as reduced personnel administration time. Finally, the SP results showed a considerable reduction of error and personnel administration time, but in the unweighted scenario showed a propensity for an unfavorable increase in false negatives.
As noted in the earlier Monte Carlo simulation with these strategies (Chorpita et al. 2002) , multiple parameters affect the performance of this approach. In this investigation, the most prominent pattern was that the self-report measures were uniformly biased toward identification of low diagnostic base rate groups, thus resulting in an overall bias of the algorithms toward omission rather than persistence structure. In very few cases was persistence indicated by the algorithms, because cut points on the measures rarely defined groups with diagnostic base rates higher than about 0.5, and when they did, it was for only the very highest scoring respondents (i.e., cut points representing the maximum or near maximum score on the scale). This is in part a function of Bayes' theorem itself, in that all the target disorders selected for this study were relatively rare in this sample (all lower than 15%), and results may have been different in a scenario predicting attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
More generally, the prediction of high and low base rate diagnostic groups depends on the quality of the measures themselves and their ideal conditions of use. For MDD, the RCADS Depression scale (ten items) performed about the same as the CDI on most dimensions. The RCADS GAD scale (seven items), however, performed better than the PSWQ-C at identifying high and low diagnostic base rate groups. These effects can be seen in a comparatively greater error reduction of both types (false negatives and false positives) using the RCADS relative to standard interviewing and the dynamic approach using the PSWQ-C. In the SP analyses, both measures again performed about the same.
This issue speaks to the notion that none of the measures used in this study were designed specifically and solely to predict diagnosis. Rather, they represented syndromes or dimensions associated with disorders or their related traits. Preferred measures for this Bayesian application would be those developed with the sole purpose of identifying high and low diagnostic base rate groups. Approaches such as IRT could perhaps be used to develop item pools that are better distributed across the full range of interest on the trait for this application. For example, as designed, the measures in the present study discriminate best in the range from "normal average" to "clinical average," and thus they appear better suited for detecting clinical change than for defining a high diagnostic base rate group for a target disorder. Improved measures designed for this interview application would include items that are endorsed by participants with only the most severe pathology on the corresponding dimension.
Accuracy of the standard interview (a function of the sensitivity and specificity of its items) also affected the relative error reduction. For MDD, the child interview was a relatively good predictor of both parent report and consensus diagnosis; whereas the same was not true for SP or GAD, which involved high rates of disagreements between informants. This resulted in minimal improvements in terms of error reduction for MDD and larger improvements for SP and GAD.
The use of the weighted algorithm to correct for error trading in the SP scenario had mixed results. For predicting consensus diagnosis, lowering the criterion diagnostic base rate made no difference, as both self-report measures were relatively poor at defining groups with high probabilities of having the disorder. This could have been adjusted further by decreasing the algorithm weight, thereby lowering the diagnostic base rate criterion for omission; however, at some point the problem is more a function of the predictors than of the algorithm itself. In the scenario predicting parent reported diagnosis of SP, the self-report measures were ironically better at predicting high diagnostic base rate groups (one possibility is that socially anxious children are more accurate on questionnaires than in a face to face interview). Thus, applying a weight to the algorithm in that scenario was able to shift the pattern of errors to be more similar to the standard interview approach. Identification of when to apply weights and of what magnitude should be the subject of future research, as the number of parameters likely to influence their performance are many and are not well understood.
Limitations are worth noting with this study. First, as in many studies using diagnosis as a criterion variable, the selection of a measure of diagnosis was challenging. The consensus diagnosis, which typically represents the preferable criterion for true diagnosis, was not independent from the predictor variable in these analyses (i.e., consensus diagnoses were established by clinical inspection and reconciliation of child and parent interview results along with other sources of information including teacher-reports, previous mental health records, and parent-and self-report measure results). Alternatively, the use of parent interview as criterion yielded an independent measure of diagnosis, but obfuscates a model attempting to demonstrate prediction of "true" diagnosis. Although an empirical examination of parent, child, and consensus diagnosis agreement might have provided this study some insight into specifying an indicator of "true diagnosis," the foci of this study were not as such. Rather, this study aimed to perform and interpret preliminary feasibility analyses for an approach towards assessment that incorporates Bayesian logic. Nevertheless, the tests functionally represent the type of challenge addressed by this approach-the ability to agree efficiently with a criterion, whether that criterion is a "true predictor" or merely an equally error-prone variable such as parent interview. Better designs in future studies could compare the dynamic and standard structures on one interview to predict the final diagnosis using a second interview.
Another limitation involves assumptions about assessment efficiency. For example, reduced interview times were inspected as a measure of efficiency, but the dynamic approach requires pre-existing information (e.g., self report scores) that presumably come at some expense of time. Thus, these results should not be taken as a definitive analysis of cost-efficiency, but rather represent the predicted reduction in personnel time assuming that self-report measures would be administered using the standard or dynamic approach. Without any self-report information, possible efficiency advantages of the dynamic approach would be reduced. Additionally, the present investigation utilized a diverse sample of children with respect to age, gender, and ethnicity, and there exists the potential for these variables to moderate this study's findings regarding diagnostic accuracy and time efficiency. Unfortunately, a much larger sample of youth is required in order to perform more penetrating analyses, and the current study merely represents a preliminary feasibility demonstration. Finally, this study included only three disorders in its analysis. Future research should include the investigation of this approach with higher base rate disorders to determine the applicability of this approach under those circumstances.
Overall, the simplified Bayesian approach in this investigation appears to have promise for clinical applications, without the demands of fully elaborate Bayesian or associative network models (e.g., Peng and Reggia 1990) . This dynamic interviewing system aims to allow for a balance between objectivity, structure, and empiricism against the realistic constraints of operating within an environment heavily influenced by third-party payers. Until diagnostic assessment technology can routinely contribute to centralized data warehouses for actuarial calibration, these approaches may represent a middle ground for increased performance and utility of structured interviews, without the higher analytic demands of more complex models. Given that this investigation represents the first test of this specific set of algorithms, further evaluation of this approach with different interviews and different populations is thus strongly encouraged in the short term.
